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Local levels of a weakly coupled antiferromagnetic impurity with spin S' in a Heisenberg 
ferromagnet or ferrimagnet are considered. A method for treating such problems is proposed and is 
valid for all temperatures T for which the spin-wave approximation is applicable for the matrix. All 
the 2S' + 1 impurity levels are found and turn out to be nonequidistant. The nonequidistance of the 
levels leads to oscillations of the specific heat and susceptibility on variation of the magnetic field H, 
and also to a distinctive dependence of the ferromagnetic resonance lineshape on T and H. The 
possibilities of experimental observation of the effects considered are discussed. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The effect of magnetic impurities on the properties 
of magnetically ordered crystals has been studied in a 
number of works; cf., e.g., [1-3]. The introduction of an 
impurity alters the spectrum of the magnetic excita
tions, leading, in particular, to the appearance of local 
or quasi-local magnon levels. The experimental study 
of these levels gives valuable information about the 

[4] h f . ·t· magnetic interactions . T e presence 0 ImpUrl les 
can also have an appreciable effect on the thermody
namics of the magnet, leading to unusual dependences 
of the magnetization and specific heat on the field H 
and temperature T [1,3,5]. 

The spectra of antiferromagnetic impurities in a 
. d l' f [1,3,6,7] ferromagnet have been dlscusse ear ler; c . 

Figure 1 illustrates features of the spectrum of these 
impurities. The antiferromagnetic character of the in
teraction of the impurity with a spin of the matrix (the 
exchange integral J' > 0) leads to the result that an anti
parallel "Neel" alignment of the impurity spin 8' with 
respect to the matrix spins 8 is energetically favorable. 
Therefore, the energy of the impurity states should in
crease with increase of the projection m' of the im
purity spin along the direction of the magnetization (for 
more detail, see below). Then, if we neglect relativistic 
interactions that do not conserve the total moment Mz, 
for low T all 28' + 1 impurity spin levels will be stable: 
decay of any of them, with a transition to a level of 
smaller projection m' and emission of a spin wave 
with Amz =-1, is (like the inverse absorption process) 
forbidden by the energy and momentum conservation 
laws. Thus, at T = 0 all the states under consideration 
are strictly localized, irrespective of the magnitude 
of the interaction constants, whereas, e.g., for a weakly 
coupled ferromagnetic impurity the levels are quasi
local and have width even at T = 0 [1,2]. 

The problem of the spectrum of the one-magnon ex
citations of a Heisenberg ferromagnet with an isolated 
antiferromagnetic impurity was solved exactly by Wang 
and Callen [3], but only for the impurity-spin value 
S'=~. In the case of the one-dimensional Heisenberg 
model, two-magnon excitations have also been 
studied [6,7]. Izyumov and Medvedev [1l have considered 
the spectrum and the thermodynamic contribution of 
antiferromagnetic impurities of low concentration for 
all S'. However, they used the spin-wave approximation 
(the lowest approximation of the Holstein-Primakoff 
method), and so their results are valid only for small 
deviations from the above-mentioned "Neel" state. In 
particular, this limitation prevents us from studying the 
energies of higher excited states of the impurity (2S' 
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+ I)-multiplet, and also from treating quantitatively the 
effects associated with appreciable change (under the 
influence of T or H) in the occupation of these states. 
At the same time, the characteristic thermodynamic 
effects associated with the given impurities appear in 
precisely that region of T and H in which the state of 
the impurities begins to deviate appreciably from the 
Neel state [1,3]. It is therefore of fundamental interest 
to go beyond the framework of the spin-wave approxi
mation here. 

The present work has the aim of elucidating the 
qualitative features of the spectrum of all the 2S' +'1 
local levels of an antiferromagnetic impurity in a mag
net, and their effect on the thermodynamics for a low 
concentration of impurities, when their mutual interac
tion can be neglected. We shall use the Heisenberg 
model with nearest-neighbor interaction, and for sim
plicity shall consider principally the case of a weakly 
coupled impurity J' «J, where J' and -J are the ex
change integrals for the impurity and the spins of the 
matrix respectively. The temperature will be assumed 
to be low compared with the Curie point of the pure 
substance: T« Tc -J, but the relation between T and J' 
can be arbitrary. Under these conditions, the deviations 
of the matrix spins from saturation are small, and for 
them as in the spin-wave apprOXimation, we can use 

, [8] t the Maleev-Dyson transformation to Bose opera ors. 
Then since for the local levels of interest to us these 

, 'I deviations 5S = S - Sz are usually, even for large J J, 
not large (cf. [1l and below), the approximation used in 
practice and the results for the spectrum are evidently 
also valid for J' ~ J. On the other hand, the deviations of 
the impurity state from the Neel state (for which m'=-S') 
can be large, so that the states of the impurity must be 
described exactly. As a result, we arrive at the problem 
of a localized spin interacting with a boson field of 
magnons, and to solve this problem we can use the 
usual methods of perturbation theory. 

The principal result obtained when this interaction is 
taken into account is the unequal spacing of the 28' + 1 
impurity energy levels: as we move further away from 
the ground state, the spacing between the levels in
creases. This leads to a number of unusual features in 
the behavior of an impurity magnet in a magnetic field. 
In particular, oscillations in the specific heat and sus
ceptibility of such a system with variation of the fiel~ H, 
and also a distinctive dependence of the ferromagnetic 

FIG. I 
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resonance shape on H and T, should be observed. The 
temperature dependences of the magnetization and 
specific heat are also considered. 

In Sec. 5, the results are generalized to the case of 
a ferromagnet. It is shown that, in accordance with the 
remarks in [lJ, the principal results remain valid if 
the spin of the impurity in the ground state is oriented 
against the total magnetization of the crystal. Other
wise, as in the case of weakly coupled impurities of other 
types (a ferromagnetic impurity in a ferromagnet, or 
impurities in an antiferromagnet), the levels become 
quasi -local and there are no oscillations of the suscep
tibility and specific heat in a magnetic field, although 
temperature anomalies are still possible. In the con
clusion, we briefly discuss the correspondence with 
more realistic models of magnets and also the possi
bilities of experimental observation of the effects con
sidered. 

2. LOCAL LEVELS OF AN ANTI FERROMAGNETIC 
IMPURITY IN A FERROMAGNET 

We shall consider a Heisenberg ferromagnet with 
spin S and nearest-neighbor interaction J. Let there 
be a substitutional impurity with spin S' at the point 
r = O. Then the Hamiltonian has the form 

:J& = --} 1:. 1:. /,,' (8,'S,·'+S,+S,.-) -H 1:. g,S,'. 

" 
Here S~= S~±iS~, and the coordinates rand r'label 
the lattice sites. The exchange integral Jrr' is non-

(1) 

zero only when r and r' are nearest neighbors, and 
equals -J for r, r' '" 0 and J' when r or r' equals zero; 
gr denotes the gyro magnetic ratio, equal to g for the 
spins of the matrix and g' for the impurity. For defi
niteness, we shall assume the lattice to be a cubic 
Bravais (Simple, bcc or fcc) and for SimpliCity in the 
formulas we shall first make the factors g and g' 
equal: g' = g. 

As noted in [l-3J, the eigenstates of the system are 
characterized by a well-defined value of the z-com
ponent MZ of the total spin, taking the values M~ax' 
M~ax-l, M~ax-2, ... , where Mfuax=(N-l)S+S', 
N being the total number of spins. We shall denote the 
eigenfunctions corresponding to the component MZ 
= Mihax-m by <Pm (m=O, 1,2, ... ), and the energy 
levels by Em. Then for the function <po describing 

where E1=E1-Eo, Eo=-~zJS2(N-2)+zJ'SS'-gH[(N-l)S 
+ S'], and z is the number of nearest neighbors, equal 
to 6, 8, and 12 for the simple cubic, bcc and fcc lattices 
respectively. From (5) it is easy to obtain an equation 
for the energy E1 [l-3J: 

J' 8,-gH [ r ( S') 8,-gH] 1:. 1 -+P---(8,-gH) - 1-- +p-- --=0, 
1 zSI 1 S zSI 8,-gH-Uh 

• (6) 

where 

p = 1 + J; ~', "'k = zSJ ( 1 _ + ~ eikA ) , 

and d are the coordinate differences r' - r, determined 
by the lattice structure, for the z nearest neighbors of 
the site r. 

As noted in [l-3J, for an antiferromagnetic impurity 
J' > 0 there are local levels with E1 < 0 (for H = 0) in the 
system. We shall give expressions for E1 and the func
tion IPr in the limiting cases of weakly and strongly 
coupled impurities for the lowest, most symmetric, 
so-called s-state [l-3J: 

For J' «J, 

, (1')' 
e,=gH-zSI -zS-,-(Iw-l); (7a) 

2 1 J'S' 
'Po = ZS" 'PA = -- CPIl7S'(Iw -1); 

For J' »J, 

S' 
e,=gH-zsr( 1+-;s}; 

(7b) 

2 1 S' 
CPo = 2S' (1 + S'/zS) ' 'PA = -CPo zs· 

Here IP d are the values of IPr at the sites adjacent 
to the impurity, and IW is the Watson integral, equal 
to 1.516, 1.393 and 1.345 for the simple cubic, bcc and 
fcc lattices respectively. 

We now consider the many-particle states <Pm and, 
in accordance with what has been said above, we shall 
be interested in the lowest local levels with m~ 2S'. 
We write the wavefunction <Pm in a form analogous to 
(3): 

(8) 

the completely aligned state, we have From the Schrodinger equation we obtain the follow
(2) ing equation for IPr1' .. rm == IP1 ... m: 

where the magnitude of Sr equals S for r '" 0 and S' 
for r=O. 

The state <P1, for which MZ = Mihax-1, was con
sidered in detail in [l-3J; we shall call this state a one
particle state. The wave function of this state can be 
written in the form 

(e".-mgH)<p. m=-I S,[/"«P"m-CP"m)+'" 

+1,," (cp .. ",-"m-CP' .. m-.,,) ]-'/'{/'2[CP,," .m+cp",.m-2<p..., m] 

+I"[cp,,, .m+cp323 .. m-2CP",.m]+ ... +I,,[CP122 m+cp".""m-2cp"". m]+,., 

+lm-"m [cp1..",-.,,,,-.+cp •. ",m-2cp",.m]}, 

(9) 

Then the normalization condition has the form 

Here Jri=Jrri and Jik=Jrirk' The term in the curly 
(3) brackets in (9) describes the magnon-magnon interac

tion. In fact, with neglect of this term, Eq. (9) has the 
solution 

1:. 28.1",.1'=1. (4) 

Substituting (2) into the Schrodinger equation, we obtain 
an equation for the function IPr: 

(e,-gH) ",,=-~ S.·I".(""-",,.), (5) .' 
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(0) 
em =mel, ( 10) 

where IPr and E1 are solutions of the one-particle 
problem (5), (6). In this approximation the energy levels 
Em are equidistant. 

We shall assume the magnon-magnon interaction to be 
small and take it into account by perturbation theory; the 
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appropriate conditions of applicability will be elucidated 
below. Then, to first order, we have for the correction 
E:(1) 
m 

(I) ~ 
em ~ -m(m-l) ~S,S,-I"-'P''P'-('P,-ql,')2. (11) 

From (7), (10) and (11) we obtain for the energy levels 
E: m = E:~ + E:iN in both the limiting cases considered in 
(7) an 'expression of the form 

em~m(g'H-Y)+'/2m(m-1)a, ( 12) 

where y=zSJ'+S'a and the quantity a=a(J'), which 
determines the extent to which the levels are not equi
distant, is given by the following relations: 

For J' «J, 
a~z (I')' (Iw -l)1 I, (13a) 

For J' »J, 

a~J'. (13b) 

In the case of g' = g under consideration, we could write 
gH in place of g'H in (12), but the form (12) is more 
convenient for the latter generalizations. 

It can be seen from (12) that, for H = 0, the spacing 
between the levels increases with increasing excitation: 
the difference between the ground (m = 2S') and first 
levels is smaller than that between the first and second 

+{ ~ 1,0[l'2S(So+a,++So-a,) +2So' (S-a,+a,) J. 

Here, in accordance with (1), Jro =J'L6r~, where ~,as 
above, are the coordinates of the nearest neighbors of 
the impurity. 

We introduce the eigenfunctions XM of the operator 
S~: S~XM=MXM and denote the "vacuum" state for the 
spins of the matrix by I 0): ar I 0) = O. The wavefunction 
ljIM corresponding to the total spin (N - I)S + M (M is 
connected with m from (8) by the relation M=S'-m) 
can be written in the form of a series in ax.: 

(16) 

Here, the terms not written out give corrections to the 
energy in higher approximations and, to the order in 
which we are interested, can be omitted. Substituting 
(16) into the Schrodinger equation with the Hamiltonian 
(15), we obtain for A and </ir the system of equations 

M(zSJ'-gIl)A+I'VS/2S;;,M+' 'r 1jJ,~eMA; 
~ 

1,0l'SI2S,;",MA+S L 1",(1)1,,-1)1,) 
r'"..,O 

(17a) 

(17b) 

levels, and so on. Therefore, as the field increases from Here, 
H = 0 to gH - y, the ground level will first be the level 
with m=2S', then that with m=2S'-I, and so on. 

Comparing the results of the first and zeroth approx
imations, we find the conditions for the applicability of 
perturbation theory: 

For J' «J, 

I'S'IIS«.1, (14a) 

For J'»J, 
S'/zS«.1. (14b) 

The magnetic-field term does not appear in the esti
mates (14), since this term appears in the energy as an 
additive constant-it is the quantity E:m-mgH that is ex
panded in the interaction. Since z is usually sufficiently 
large in three-dimensional lattices, it can be seen from 
(14) that, for small S'/S, the perturbation theory used 
can be applied for practically all J'/J. 

The results in the expressions (12) and (13) can 
also be obtained in another, more standard, way. For 
this we note that the perturbation theory used in ob
taining (13) corresponds, according to (7) and (14), to 
small amplitudes I CPr;e a I « CPo, i.e., to small devia-
tions of the spins of the matrix from saturation. This 
is natural, since the interaction energy of the magnons 
is proportional to their density (cf., e.g., [9_11). But 
then we can use the spin-wave approximation [1) to de
scribe the spins of the matrix, while the impurity-
spin operator So must be described exactly. Changing 
from the spin operators of the matrix to Bose operators 
by means of the Maleev-Dyson transformation (8) and 
discarding the terms with four-boson interaction (which, 
as can be verified, give corrections of higher orders 
in the parameters (14», we obtain for the Hamiltonian 

:M~Eoo+:JC.. Eoo~-1/2zIS'(N-2) -gIlS(N-l); 

:MI=S E 1,,- (a,+a,--a,+a,) -gH (80'-E a,+a,) 
r,r'*O r,.l=O 
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In the lowest apprOXimation, </ir=O and E:fV( =M(zSJ'-gH). 
In the next approximation we determine the quantity </i~ 
in the s-state [ll from (17b) and substitute it into (17a). 
Using the explicit form of the matrix elements S~M' (12) 

and the above-mentioned relation M=S'-m, we see that 
in the limiting cases considered above we again obtain 
the expressions (12), (13) for the energy. 

The case of unequal gyromagnetic ratios g';e g is 
treated completely analogously. The expression for the 
energy has the form (12), as before. Also, for not too 
large fields g'H.$ zSJ', the constants y and QI in the case 
of weak coupling J' «J remain the same as in (13a), and 
in the case of large J'» J corrections containing g' - g 
appear in them: 

"(~zSJ'+S'a, 
J' 

a ~ -:---,---,--,:-::::-:--::c:::-
l-(g'-g)HlzSl' 

(here J'»J,S'/zS«I,and g'H.$zSJ'). 

3. THERMODYNAMICS OF A FERROMAGNET 
WITH ANTI FERROMAGNETIC IMPURITIES 

(13c) 

We shall consider temperatures that are low com
pared with the Curie point Tc of the pure magnet, so 
that the density of spin waves is small and the spin
wave approximation (15) can be used, as before, to de
scribe them. 

The impurity concentration c will be assumed small, 
so that we can regard the impurities as independent and 
neglect the concentration broadening of the local levels. 
Then the impurities can be regarded as an ideal gas, 
and the free energy F per unit cell can be written in 
the form 

(18) 

Here, 

Foo~_1/2 (1-2c)zIS'+czl'SS' -gHS(l-c) -g' HS' c, (19) 
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Fsw gives the thermodynamic contribution of the spin 
wave (the magnons of the continuous spectrum), and Fi 
is the contribution from the impurity local levels: 

F.w(T)=T S In(l-e-~')p(e)de. (20) 
,H 

m_' 
Here p( E) in (20) is the energy density of spin wave 
states in the presence of the impurities [11. In (18) we 
have omitted the thermodynamic contribution from scat
tering of spin wav€s by each other and by impurities, 
which gives higher powers of T /T c in F 
(cf., e.g., [9-11,131). For the small T considered, small 
E «Tc are important in the integral (20), so that p( E) 
can be written in the form p = A( E- gH)1I2 [10,111. For the 
small c considered, the constant A contains a contribu
tion linear in the concentration but independent of H 
and T: A = A1 + cA2 ; the explicit forms of A1 and A2 are 
given in, e.g., [11. Thus, in the term Fsw the presence 
of impurities leads only to an unimportant renormaliza
tion factor, and this term is not considered below. 

To discuss the contribution Fi of interest to us, we 
remark that the spacing between the impurity levels is, 
according to (12), a quantity of the order of zSJ'-g'H. 
Therefore, if the temperatures and fields are not great 
(T, g'H « T c), the term F i can vary appreciably only 
in the case of weakly coupled impurities, J'« J. In 
connection with this, below we shall mainly have in mind 
precisely this case, although formally only the general 
expression (12) will be used. For the same reason, we 
do not consider the possible contribution of the higher, 
so-called p and d local levels [1-31, which are absent 
for small J' (and for J'~J have energies Ep,d~Tc »T). 

For simplicity we shall consider first the "two
level" case S'=%. For the total magnetic moment, we 
have from (18) 

M,=gS(i-c) +M •• (T) +g'c['/2- (e"+1)-' J. (22) 

Suppose H = O. Then according to) 12) E1 < 0 and for 
T -0 we have Mz =gS(1-c)-g'c 2, which corresponds 
to the "Neel" ground state-the impurity spins are ori
ented "downward." As the temperature is raised, "mix
ing" over both states of the impurity spin occurs, and 
for T »zSJ' the last term in (22) tends to zero, Le., Mz 
is increased by g'c/2. At the same time, the term Msw 
gives the well-known Bloch correction, of the form 
const(T/Tc)3/2, to the moment [10,11]. Therefore, if 

c~ (zSI'ITc)"'. (23) 

the combination of these two factors leads to the appear
ance qf a maximum in the curve M(T) (see Fig. 2~. This 
maximum, which was discussed qualitatively in [1 , is 
completely analogous to the similar maximum for fer
rites with a weakly coupled magnetic sublattice, which 
has been observed in a number of iron-garnets [141. In 
the present case, a rigorous quantitative description of 
this temperature dependence is possible. 

For a fixed temperature T, the moment Mi of the 
impurities increases with increasing H, reaching satu
ration when g'H»max{T, y}. If T=O, at the point g'H 
= y the moment increases discontinuously by an amount 
-c, i.e., there occurs a "metamagnetic" phase transi
tion with respect to the field [31, associated with a re
orientation of the quantized moment of each of the im
purities. At a finite temperature, we obtain for the 
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impurity contribution xfz to the longitudinal suscepti
bility* 

(24) 

Here Vc is the volume of the unit cell and Xo is the 
susceptibility of the system of free spins for H = O. It 
can be seen from (24) that for El = 0, i.e., g'H = y, 
there is a maximum in the dependence of X on H (Fig. 
3a), corresponding to temperature broadening of the 
above-mentioned transition with respect to the field. 
At this point, X = Xo (j ust as for T» I Ell), since the 
impurity spins become "free." In addition, for any 
fixed H, there is also a maximum, at T - I Ell, in the 
dependence of Xi on T. 

Finally, from (21) we can find the impurity specific 
heat at constant H: 

(25) 

It can be seen that the presence of impurities leads to 
a maximum, at T - I Ell, in the dependence of the specific 
heat Ci on T, corresponding to "unfreezing" of the 
spins in this region. In the dependence of Ci on the 
field H at fixed T there will be two maxima, at g'H 
- y - ±T; at the above- mentioned point of "neutral equi
librium" of the spins (E1 = 0, g'H = y) the specific heat 
Ci vanishes (Fig. 4a). At this point, the entropy per 
impurity spin has the constant value In 2 for all T, so 
that C i = T asJ aT = O. 

We now discuss the general case S' >~. Substituting 
(12) into (21) and differentiating F with respect to H, 
we find that the dependence of Mz on T in the absence 
of the field will remain qualitatively the same as for 
S'=~, and under the condition (23) will have a maximum, 

,"!IT) 

\ 
\ 

\ 
\ 

-zJ S T, 

FIG. 2 

b 1[l ___ ,_ 
8e'{JU __ 

4.-for I I 
~ __ -L~ __ ~_L J ~ 

o r g'H r- 4a y-J« r-2cr'r_" r g'H 

FIG. 3. Dependence ofX on H: a) S' = '/2' T «'Y; b) S' = 3/2, 
T«a. 

b 

r-·'" r-2« r g'H r-]« r-rJC 

FIG. 4. Dependence of Ci on H: a) S' = '/2, T« 'Y; b) S' = 3/2, 
T« a. Notation: ~ = c({3'Y)2e-1h, h = 2C({3'Y)2e-2f3<x, b = 4c(f3<x)2e-2{3a, 
~3 = 2c({3a)2e-i3a . 
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at T - zJ'SS', of the type drawn in Fig. 2. But the depen
dence of M on H for T« Q! has a steplike character 
with jumps at the points Hn=y-2nQ!, n=O, 1,2, ... , 
2S'-1, in accordance with the above-mentioned sequen
tial occupation of the different states of the (2s' + 1)
multiplet. Correspondingly, xrz has maxima at these 
points, and, near the n-th maximum for T« Q!, is given 
by the formula (24) with El replaced by g'(H-Hn). Thus 

, 3/ ' e.g., for S = 12 the dependence of xrz on H for T« Q! 
is depicted schematically in Fig. 3b. On increase of T 
the maxima become less sharp, and merge into one 
maximum for T ~ Q!. But if T» Q!, we can omit the term 
with Q! in the spectrum (12) when calculating the free 
energy (21). Then the magnetic moment is expressed in 
terms of the Brillouin function, as in the molecular
field approximation for the impurities [lJ. 

The specific heat can be treated analogously. For 
H = 0 there will be a maximum in the dependence of Ci 
on T at T - y » Q!; as we have noted, to describe this 
maximum we can now use the molecular-field approxi
mation. But if T« Q!, the specific heat Ci as a function 
of H has 2S' double maxima at the points g'(H - Hn) 
- ±T. In this case, in the regions Q!e-{3Q!« g'l H - Hn I 
«Q!, the specific heat has the form (25) with El replaced 
by g'(H - Hn). For spin S' = % this dependence for T« Q' 

is depicted in Fig. 4b. 

The spin-wave contributions (which we have not con
sidered) from Fsw to XZZ and C (like the neglected 
phonon contributions to the specific heat, etc.) have a 
known smooth dependence on Hand T in the region 

'd d 110 11J h . conSl ere '. T erefore, the sharply nonmonotomc 
anomalies described can be observed even for small c. 

4. CONTRIBUTION OF IMPURITIES TO THE 
TRANSVERSE SUSCEPTIBILITY AND 
FERROMAGNETIC RESONANCE 

The susceptibility of a system in a uniform oscillating 
field can be expressed in the usual way in terms of the 
retarded Green function; cf., e.g., [lJ. After standard 
computations, for the contribution of the impurities to 
the transverse susceptibility in the "gas" approximation 
considered we can obtain the expression 

Here Zi and Em are the same as in (21) and (12); 
a -+0. 

(26) 

To calculate the matrix element appearing in (26) we 
shall make use of the following device. We write the 
operator equation of motion for Sr, sum both parts of 
the equality over r and take the matrix element of it. 
As a result, we obtain 

If there is one impurity at the site r = 0, we have from 
(27) 

( ~ 8 + ) (') 8 m-8m-. (8 +) 
~gr r rr.-I,m= g -g Em-em-l-gH -0 m-t,m. 

(28) 

In the approximation under consideration ("weak coup
ling" of the impurity spin with the matrix, when the 
second term in (16) is much smaller than the first), we 
can take for the matrix element of S; its "free" ex
preSSion (cf. (111): 

(8o+)m-•. m=¥(8'-M) (8'+M+1) , M=S'-m. (29) 
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The final expression for X +- is obtained by substi
tuting (28), (29) into (26) and multiplying by the number 
of impurities. It is easily verified that, for T = 0 and 
sufficiently small (large) H, when the ground level is 
the level with m=2S' (m=O), X+- goes over into the 
expressions (20.14) and (20.8) of the book by Izyumov 
and Medvedev [11, near the corresponding resonances. 

We shall write down the final expression for the 
imaginary part of X+-(w), which determines the ab
sorption of energy by the local levels: 

2,,8' (<0)' Imz+-(<o)=c---(g'-g)' ,--
Z,D, 'd -gH , 

x r: m ( 1- ~~,1 ) [exp( -~8m-.) -exp( -~8m) j6(<O-8m+em-,). 
m=! 

In agreement with a remark in [ll, absorption from a 
uniform field with w '" gH is possible only for g' '" g 

(30) 

and is proportional to the square of the difference g' - g. 
It can be seen that there are a-function peaks in Iml
at the transition frequencies Wm = Em - Em-l between 
neighboring levels. Allowance for the relativistic in
teractions, concentration broadening, and temperature 
broadening as a result of absorption of spin-waves (see 
below) leads to a finite width of these peaks. The con
tinuous spectrum gives a contribution to 1m X +- only for 
frequencies W 2:: gH. 

We shall study how the dependence of 1m l- on W 

changes with increase of the magnetic field H for 
T < Q'. For definiteness, we put S' = %. For H - 0 the 
ground level is the level E3, which is the most highly 
populated. Therefore, the line w=w3=-(y-4Q') has the 
greatest intensity. The next lines w=w2=-(y-2Q') and 
W = Wl =-y have intensities that decrease with increasing 
I wi, as depicted schematically in Fig. 5a. We recall that 
the sign of W in the formalism used simply denotes the 
Sign of the circular polarization of the absorbed radia
tion [11. Therefore, the fact that all the wm are negative 
for small H means that only a wave with a definite po
larization (hx + ihy = heiwt) is absorbed at these frequen
cies. But absorption at frequencies w 2:: gH of the con
tinuous spectrum will occur only for the opposite sign of 
the circular polarization, in accordance with the mo
mentum and energy conservation laws. With increasing 
H, all the frequencies wm will be shifted to the right; 
the intensities of the lines at Wl and W2 will increase, 
and at W3 will decrease. Fig. 5b corresponds to a field 
g'H .:: y- 4Q!, when W3 ~ O. On further increase of g'H 

!IrnX'-! 

1 ~ 
d 

A • • w o w, Wz W3 

FIG. 5. Change of the ferromagnetic resonance lineshape with vari
ation of the magnetic field H: a) g'H = 0, S' = 3/2 ; b) g'H 2: ')'-4a S' = 
%; c) g'H <: ')' - 20', S' = %; d) g'H <: ')' + 0', S' = %. ' 
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from y- 4a, to y- 2a, the intensities at W1 and W3 in
crease, and that at W2 decreases (see Fig. 5c). On in
crease of g'H from y- 2a to y, the intensities of the 
lines at Wl and W3 decrease, and that at W2 increases. 
Finally, for g'H > y, the level Eo = 0 becomes the ground 
(most populated) level, and for g'H-y ~ a the intensity 
distribution is shown in Fig. 5d. 

5. IMPURITY LEVELS IN A FERRITE 

We shall consider a two-sublattice model of a ferrite. 
Again, we shall use the Heisenberg model (1) with near
est-neighbor interaction in a cubic lattice, and shall as
sume that the sublattices alternate so that the nearest 
neighbors of each spin are always spins of the other sub
lattice. Let the spin of the first sublattice be greater 
than that of the second (81 > S2), and let the impurity spin 
S' be situated in the first sublattice at the site r = O. 

Exact expressions for the energy and wave function 
of the ferrite are not known, and a consistent theory 
exists only for large spins Sl, S2 »1. This will be as
sumed to be the case below, although it may be thought 
that, as in the pure case (cf. [10J), the results will still 
be sufficiently accurate for Sl, S22:: 1. We shall also as
sume that the impurity spin is weakly coupled with the 
matrix (I J' I «J), so that, as above, for the spins of the 
matrix we can go over from spin operators to Bose op
erators (a, a+ for the first sublattice and b, b+ for the 
second ell). As a result, the Hamiltonian of the system 
takes the form, in place of (15), 

(31) 
.+. 

dGOi~- (zS 2J' +g' F/) so', 

V~J'I: [V ~' (So +b.+So-b. +) +So'b. +b.] . . 
Here rand r+ ~ label the sites of the first and second 
sub lattices respectively, and it is taken into account 
that the exchange integral J r ,r+~ = J > 0 for the spins of 
the matrix, in accordance with the antiferromagnetic 
character of the interaction. As in (15), terms with 
four-boson interaction, which give higher powers of 
J',1/S1 and 1/s2, have been omitted in (31). 

The Hamiltonian Jeom, which describes free magnons 
in a lattice with a "hole" at the site r = 0, can be 
diagonalized by means of an ordinary canonical trans
formation (cf., e.g., [lJ): 

a, ~ I: (a/p," + ~"+x,·"), b" ~ I: (a':l(lp' + M,,"): 
, " (32) 

Here all and f311 are Bose operators, and p= r+~. The 
explicit form of the functions 'P~, X~, I/Jp and ~p and of 
the corresponding energies E111 and E211 of the 
"acoustic" and "oEtical" magnon branches respectively 
can be found as in 1J. But the appropriate expressions 
are cumbersome, and their concrete form is unimportant 
for the following discussion. 

The wave function of the system, corresponding to the 
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total spin MZ=81(N/2-1)-82N!2+M, can be written, 
analogously to (16), in the form of an expansion: 

Here 10) is the vacuum state for the operators all and 
f311; XM is the same as in (16), and the terms not writ
ten out give corrections of higher orders in J'/J to the 
energy. 

Substituting (33) into the Schrodinger equation, we ob
tain a system of three equations for A, CII and d ll • Solv
ing it by expanding in J' up to and including terms -J'2, 
we find 

eM~-M [g'Ii+zS,r (1- z~o .E I¢.'I')] 
~ ~\' 

(34) 

-(J,),g,{ (S'-M) (S'+M-1)\"'l liji,I' 
2 I-J flV - zS,J'-u'H-i6 

+(S'+M)(S'-MH)\"'l I~I', }. 
2 I-J E,,+ZS,J -u H-i6 

v 

Here, 

and the auxiliary quantity Ii - +0 enables us, as usual, 
to find the imaginary part of EM (the damping of the 
level) if the corresponding denominator can vanish. 

If we introduce, as above, the quantity m = 8' - M, the 
expression (34) again takes the form (12). In the ap
proximation linear in J', the energy has the form (10), 
and, accurate to the term -1/82« 1, we have 
E~ '" m(g'H + z82J'). 

It can be seen that if J' >0, Le., J' and J have the 
same Sign, then Em >0 and in the ground state the im
purity spin is oriented parallel to the magnetization of 
the crystal. In this case, the denominator of the first 
term in the curly brackets in (34) can vanish (for the 
small fields g'H':: z82J' of interest to us), and this cor
responds to the possibility of emission of an acoustic 
magnon with a transition to a level with smaller m 
(larger M). The corresponding imaginary part and the 
damping of the level are proportional to (J')5/2. Thus, 
the levels are quasi-local, and all their properties, in
cluding their dependence on the field H, are analogous 
to the properties of the levels of a ferromagnetic 
impurity in a ferromagnet [ll. 

On the other hand, if J' <0, in weak fields g'H':: zSzJ' 
the levels Em are negative, so that the impurity spin is 
oriented against the magnetization. Moreover, if the 
magnitude of z82J' is less than the gap, of order 
ZJ(Sl- 82)[1,10J, in the spectrum of the optical magnons, 
then neither denominator in (34) vanishes, Le., emis
sion of magnons is forbidden by the energy and momen
tum conservation laws. Thus, there is no damping of 
the impurity states, and the structure of the levels and 
their dependence on H are found to be the same as in 
the case (12). 

The case when the impurity spin is in the second 
sublattice can be treated analogously. In this case, the 
energy again has the form (12), and the levels Em are 
negative and local for J' >0 and positive and quasi-local 
for J' < O. 

All these results are a manifestation of the general 
analogy, noted in [lJ, between impurity levels in a fer-
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rite and in a ferromagnet. It can be seen that, in the 
case under study of a weakly coupled impurity, the 
properties of the levels in the ferrite and in the ferro
magnet are the same when the directions of the impurity 
spin (in the ground state) with respect to the total mag
netization are the same. This analogy is connected with 
the fact that, in processes associated with transitions 
between levels of a weakly coupled impurity, only long
wavelength magnons with EII~ ZSI,2J' play an important 
role. But for such magnons, as is well known, the short
wave, "optical" magnetic structure becomes unimport
ant, all phenomena are determined by the averaged 
characteristics of the unit cell, and the ferrite becomes 
equivalent to a ferromagnet with total spin 
S=SI-S2 [9,101. 

Thus, the anomalies treated in Secs. 3 and 4 can 
also be obs€rved in ferrites, if the impurity spin in the 
ground state is antiparallel to the magnetization (an 
impurity in the first sublattice with ferromagnetic in
teraction with its nearest neighbors, or one in the sec
ond with antiferromagnetic interaction). The opposite 
case is analogous to the case of a ferromagnetic im
purity in a ferromagnet. At the same time, from the 
point of view of the phenomena treated, an impurity 
antiferromagnet differs sharply from both the ferro
magnet and the ferrite. In this case, there is no gap in 
the spectrum for magnons of either polarization, so that 
for small J' all impurity states are quasi-local and the 
behavior in a magnetic field can depend substantially on 
the lattice structure, the type of impurity, and so on 
(cf., e.g., tl,151). 

6. CONCLUSION 

A highly idealized Heisenberg model of the magnet 
was used above. However, th€ anomalies in the depen
dences on Hand T described in Secs. 3 and 4 have a 
very simple physical nature: the reversal of the spin of 
the antiferromagnetic impurity under the influence of the 
field or the temperature in the presence of the unequal 
spacing of the levels that arises from the magnon
magnon interaction. It may be thought, therefore, that 
these phenomena will also remain in a more complete 
and realistic description. 

For example, the presence of a crystal field usually 
splits the spin multiplets of the individual ions into a 
series of sublevels. But in lattices of sufficiently high 
symmetry these sublevels usually still contain a suffi
ciently large number of degenerate levels, for the de
scription of which it is often sufficient to use a Heisen
berg model with low effective spin, with the possible 
addition of an anisotropy field (cf., e.g., [41). It is evident 
that the effect of the anisotropy field in the region 
T « T 1 under consideration basically reduces, as 
usual 111, to a r€definition of the effective field H. 
Allowance for interactions between non-nearest neigh
bors and for the real structure of the lattice usually 
also gives no qualitative changes, especially for the 
lower maximum-symmetry levels under considera-
tion [1,4J. 

Less clear is the generalization of the results to the 
case of ferromagnetic metals (if it will be possible to 
find such systems with antiferromagnetic impurities). 
The direct interaction of the impurity with the conduc
tion electrons can, generally speaking, give certain ad
ditional effects. It may be thought, however, that for the 
low T« Tc under conSideration the described proper-
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ties of the impurity levels are not radically changed; 
cf., e.g., [161 

Only the region of low temperatures and concentra
tions has been considered above; we shall discuss the 
effect of increase of T or c. Quantitatively, as is well 
known, the study of the region of higher T-Tc is diffi
cult, but to understand the qualitative results we can 
usuall~ use the self-consistent field approxima-
tions 9,4,11. Then, with increaSing T, the average spin 
of the matrix, (Sz(T), appears in place of the spin S 
in the formulas (12) and (13), i.e., the splitting of the 
levels (in the absence of the field H) will decrease. In 
addition, the presence of a finite density of spin waves, 
and of their interaction with each other, leads to the 
appearance of damping of the impurity levels. Thus, 
e.g., processes of absorption of a spin wave by a level 
with component M with a transition to the lower level 
(M -1) and emission of two spin waves in accordance 
with the scheme M+E -(M-l)+E'+E" are possible. 
It is easy to convince oneself that the momentum and 
energy conservation laws will be fulfilled, although for 
small T/Tc and J'/J the corresponding width will be 
extremely small. However, for observation of the above
described oscillations in a magnetic field, the total width 
r of the levels should also be small compared with the 
"degree of nonequidistance": r < a - (J')2/J . 

An increase in the concentration c also leads to 
broadening of the levels, so that the concentration broad
ening (the width of the impurity band near the m-th local 
level) should also be less than a. The oscillations de
scribed are a quantum effect, associated with the quanti
zation and splitting of the levels of an individual impurity 
in the combined field of the medium and H. With increas
ing concentration, inter-impurity interaction appears, so 
that the impurity system is characterized by a resultant 
macroscopic moment, for which the quantum nature of the 
variation in the magnetic field is unimportant. Therefore, 
for higher c, a classical monotonic increase in magneti
zation with increasing H (cf., e.g., [171) will be observed 
in place of the steplike increase corresponding to Figs. 
3-5. 

In conclusion, we give some numerical estimates. If 
for the estimates we use parameters characteristic for 
iron garnets with rare-earth impurities [171 (Tc - 500°, 
J'/J-O.l), then fairly restrictive conditions are nec
essary for the experimental observation of the described 
oscillations in a magnetic field. "Flipping" of the im
purity spins occurs in fields of the order of several hun
dred kOe \e .~., for a Gd impurity in Y 3Fe5012, Heff 
- 300 kOe 17), and the spacing AH - 20 kOe between the 
maxima should be greater than the temperature: 
T'::; a-3°. Decrease of J' lowers the magnitude of the 
field H, but requires a further lowering of T. To make 
these estimates more precise, the calculations de
scribed above must be performed for specific lattices, 
as in the analogous treatment in [41 

The authors are grateful to R. Z. Levitin, A. I. Lar
kin and Yu. A. Izyumov for their interest in the work 
and for valuable comments. 
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